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Abstract Collective cell migration plays a central role in tissue development, mor-
phogenesis, wound repair and cancer progression. With the growing realization that
physical forces mediate cell motility in development and physiology, a key biologi-
cal question is how cells integrate molecular activities for force generation on multi-
cellular scales. In this review we discuss recent advances in modeling collective cell
migration using quantitative tools and approaches rooted in soft matter physics. We
focus on theoretical models of cell aggregates as continuous active media, where the
feedback between mechanical forces and regulatory biochemistry gives rise to rich
collective dynamical behavior. This class of models provides a powerful predictive
framework for the physiological dynamics that underlies many developmental pro-
cesses, where cells need to collectively migrate like a viscous fluid to reach a target
region, and then stiffen to support mechanical stresses and maintain tissue cohesion.

Keywords: Continuum modelling, cell migration, cell mechanics, tissue mechanics,
active matter

1 Introduction

In many physiological and developmental contexts, groups of cells coordinate their
behavior to organize in coherent structures or migrate collectively [1]. Many ex-
perimental studies have established that these multicellular processes are regulated
by the cross-talk between cell-cell adhesions, cell interaction with the extracellular
matrix, and myosin-based contractility of the cell cortex [2]. Importantly, faithful
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execution of multicellular processes requires both biochemical signaling and me-
chanical force transmission.

A well-studied multicellular process is wound healing, where epithelial cells
march in unison to fill in a gap in the tissue [3, 4]. Although the cells at the front of
the advancing monolayer often show large, spread-out lamellipodia and an almost
mesenchymal phenotype, long-range collective migration is not simply achieved
via the pulling action of such leader cells on a sheet of inert followers [5]. In fact,
traction forces transmitted to the extracellular matrix are found to remain significant
well behind the leading edge of the tissue, indicating that cells in the bulk participate
in force generation and transmission. This observation, together with the presence
of spread-out cells with large cryptic lamellipodia throughout the monolayer [6],
indicates that, although leader cells at the sheet edge provide guidance for migra-
tion, they do not play a unique role in force generation. Instead, a new paradigm
has emerged where collective migration is associated with long-range forces ex-
tending throughout the tissue, with waves of propagating mechanical stress that are
sustained by biochemical signaling at the molecular scale [5, 7]. These waves of
stress and cellular deformation provide a mechanism for information transmission,
much like sound in air. Such mechanical waves have been shown to drive periodic
cycles of effective stiffening and fluidification in expanding cell monolayers [7] and
coherent vortical or standing motions in confined ones [8, 9].

Multicellularity and collective migration is intimately related to the materials
properties of tissues - viscoelastic materials with both fluid and solid-like behavior.
In morphogenesis, for instance, cells must sort and flow like a liquid to reach the
right location, but then stiffen and support mechanical stresses once the tissue has
achieved the desired structure [10]. Recent experiments have suggested that dense
tissues may be in a glassy or jammed state, where local cell rearrangements are rare
and energetically costly. A relatively small change in tissue mechanical parameters
may trigger a change from an elastic response to viscous fluid-like behavior, where
individual cells are highly motile and rearrange continuously [11, 12]. Indeed living
tissues appear to have well-defined mechanical properties, some familiar from con-
ventional matter, such as elastic moduli [13] and surface tension [14], others unique
to living systems, such as homeostatic pressure, proposed theoretically as a factor
controlling tumor growth [15].

Just like intermolecular forces yield the emergence of materials properties in
nonliving matter, cell-cell interactions, mediated by cadherins, play a crucial role
in controlling the macroscopic properties of groups of cells and tissues [16, 17].
The collective mechanics of living matter, however, is more complex than that of
inert materials as individual cell activity competes with cell-cell interactions in con-
trolling the large scale behavior of cell assemblies. In addition, physical models
of collective cell behavior must also incorporate interactions of cells with the ex-
tracellular matrix. In other words, the coupling of of cells to their surroundings is
affected by intracellular contractility and cell-cell interactions, which in turn can be
actively regulated by the environment, in a complex feedback loop unique to living
matter. Finally, unlike inert materials where phase changes are controlled by ex-
ternally tuning parameters such as temperature and density, living matter can tune
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itself between states with different macroscopic properties through the regulation
of molecular scale and genetic processes that drive motility, division, death and
phenotypical changes. A quantitative understanding of the relative importance of
mechanical and biochemical mechanisms in controlling the collective tissue proper-
ties is beginning to emerge through developments in molecular biology, microscopy,
super-resolution imaging and force measurement techniques [18]. These advances
provide an ideal platform for constructing quantitative physical models that account
for the role of active cellular processes in controlling collective mechanics of motile
and deformable multicellular structures.

Theoretical modeling of multicellular processes can be divided broadly into two
classes. The first encompasses discrete mesoscale models that incorporate some
minimal features of individual cells, such as contractility and motility, and then
examine how cell-cell interactions and coupling to the environment determine ma-
terials properties at the tissue scale. This class includes models of cells as active
particles endowed with persistent motility [19, 20], as well as models that have been
used extensively in developmental biology, such as Vertex [21, 22], Voronoi [23, 24]
and Cellular Potts models [25] that are designed to capture the behavior of conflu-
ent tissues, where there are no gaps nor overlaps between cells. Vertex and Voronoi
models describe cells as irregular polygons tiling the plane and are defined by an
energy functional that tends to adjust the area and perimeter of each cell to target
values [26]. Recent modifications have also endowed these mesoscopic models with
cell motility [24, 27, 28] and active contractility [29]. Vertex models have been em-
ployed successfully to quantify how intercellular forces control shape at both the
cell and tissue scale under the assumption of force balance at every vertex of the
cellular network [26]. An active version of the Voronoi model was recently shown
to exhibit a liquid-solid transition of confluent epithelia tuned by motility and cell
shape, which in turns encodes information about the interplay between cortex con-
tractility and cell-cell adhesion [24]. An intriguing prediction of this work is that
individual cell shape, that can be inferred directly from cell imaging segmentation,
provides a measure of tissue rigidity [30].

The second class of theoretical work encompasses continuum models, such as
phase field [31] and active gel models [32], where a cell sheet is described as a
fluid or an elastic continuum, with couplings to internal degrees of freedom that
account for active processes, such as contractiity and cellular polarization. Con-
tinuum models have been shown to account for the heterogeneous spatial distri-
bution of cellular stresses inferred from Traction Force Microscopy [33] in both
expanding [5, 7, 34, 35] and confined monolayers [36], and even at the level of
individual cells [37]. They also capture the mechanical waves observed in these
systems [7, 38]. This review does not aim to be comprehensive, and will focus on
models of tissue as active continuous media, with an emphasis on models that de-
scribe tissue as active elastic continua. This class of mechanochemical models has
had a number of successes in capturing the tissue scale behavior in adherent [39],
confined [36] and expanding epithelia [38].

Both the mesoscale and continuum approaches do not attempt to faithfully in-
corporate intracellular processes, but rather aim at characterizing quantitatively the
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modes of organization and the materials properties of cell collectives in terms of
a few macroscopic parameters, such as cell density and shape, cell-cell adhesive-
ness, contractility, polarization and division/death rates. Each of these quantities
may describe the combined effect of a number of molecular processes and signaling
pathways. This approach, inspired from condensed matter physics [40], aims at pro-
viding experimentalists with testable predictions that may allow to correlate classes
of signaling pathways to tissue scale organization.

The review is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe a dynamical model
of cell collectives as active viscoelastic media, coupled to the dynamics of active
intracellular processes such as actomyosin contractility and cell polarization. An
important aspect of the model is a dynamic feedback between mechanical stresses
and regulatory biochemistry which gives rise to rich collective behavior. In Sect. 3
we discuss applications of this class of continuum models to describing force trans-
mission in epithelial monolayers, waves in expanding cell sheets, collective cell
migration in confinement and during epithelial gap closure. We then compare the
quantitative predictions of viscoelastic solid models with fluid models of tissues in
Sect. 4, describing their equivalence as well as highlighting the key differences. We
conclude with a critical discussion of the continuum model limitations and highlight
open theoretical questions in understanding the collective behavior of multicellular
assemblies (Sect. 5).

2 Cells as active continuous media

We begin by considering the mechanics of a monolayer of epithelial cells, migrating
on a soft elastic matrix (Fig. 1a-b), with an average height h much thinner than
in-plane cell dimensions [34, 41, 42]. In mechanical equilibrium, the condition of
local force-balance translates to ∂β Σαβ = 0, where ΣΣΣ is the three-dimensional stress
tensor of the monolayer, with greek indices taking values x,y and z. In-plane force
balance is given by

∂ jΣi j +∂zΣiz = 0 , (1)

with i, j denoting in-plane coordinates. For a thin cell monolayer we average the
cellular force-balance equation over the cell thickness h. We assume that the top
surface of the cell is stress free, Σiz(r⊥,z = h) = 0, whereas at the cell-substrate
interface, z = 0, the cells experience lateral traction stresses given by Σiz(r⊥,z =
0) = Ti(r⊥). A representative traction stress map for a monolayer expanding in free
space is reproduced in Fig. 1b, which shows appreciable traction stress penentration
throughout bulk of the tissue. The thickness-averaged force balance equation then
reads,

h∂ jσi j = Ti , (2)

where σi j(r⊥) =
∫ h

0 (dz/h)Σi j(r⊥,z) is the in-plane monolayer stress. The force-
balance diagram is illustrated in Fig. 1c. It is worthwhile to mention that the as-
sumption of in-plane traction forces is a good approximation for fully spread cells
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Fig. 1 Forces driving collective cell motion. (a-b) Radial component of traction stress (a) and
phase contrast images of an expanding MDCK cell monolayer, reproduced from Ref. [5] (scale
bar=200 µm). (b) Schematic of the physical forces acting on the cell monolayer [36]. Tractions
exerted by the monolayer on the substrate (ECM) point inward (red arrows) at the monolayer edge
and balance the forces due to viscous friction, ζ v (black arrows), and polarized motility, f p (green
arrows). The tractions are locally balanced by the divergence of the monolayer stress, T = h∇.σσσ .

making almost zero contact angle with the substrate. During the early stages of
spreading and migration, cells can exert appreciable out-of-plane traction forces via
rotation of focal adhesions [43]. The quantity Ti is a stress in three dimensions, i.e., a
force per unit area. It describes the in-plane traction force per unit area that the cell
exerts on the substrate. The force-balance equation is supplemented by the mass
balance equation, such that cell density, ρ(r⊥, t), obeys the following conservation
equation,

∂tρ +∇.(ρv) = χρ , (3)

where v is the velocity field, and χ is the rate of variation in cell density due to cell
division or death [44]. In the following, we assume χ = 0. See refs [45, 46, 47] for
continuum models for tissues with explicit consideration of cell division and death.

2.1 Constitutive model for intercellular stress

The in-plane cellular stress, σσσ , can be decomposed as the sum of intercellular stress,
σσσ ccc, and active stress, σσσa, originating from active intracellular processes (Fig. 2). The
form of the constitutive relation for the intercellular stress has been highly debated,
given the complex rheology of cellular aggregates [48]. On the timescale of seconds
to minutes, living tissues behave elastically, recovering their original shape after
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Fig. 2 Constitutive elements
of the continuum model
for collective migration.
The viscoelastic and active
elements exert stresses in par-
allel. A local gradient in stress
is balanced by the traction
exerted by the cell on the
substrate, which is modelled
by a viscous element.

 
Figure 4: Formin-mediated actin polymerisation and myosin contractility affect 
different rheological properties during stress relaxation. (a) Diagram of the 
rheological model consisting of an active (top) and an elastic (bottom) branch. (b) The 
second phase of an example relaxation curve (black) is fitted with the rheological model 
(red). (c,d,e) Boxplots comparing the elastic modulus =>, pre-strain "? and length-
change rate C for monolayers treated with DMSO, Y27632 or SMIFH2. (=>:	: = 0.83 for 
Y27632 and : = 0.55 for SMIFH2; "?: : < 0.01 for Y27632 and : = 0.95 for SMIFH2; C: 
: = 0.02 for Y27632 and : < 0.01 for SMIFH2; all compared to DMSO) (f) Time 
constant 3model	calculated from the rheological model using equation (5) as a function of 
the time constant 3	determined from fitting with the empirical function (1).  
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a transient application of force [49, 50]. On longer timescales (tens of minutes to
hours), cellular aggregates exhibit fluid-like behavior that can arise from cell-cell
adhesion turnover, cellular rearrangements, cell division or death [46, 51, 52]. It is
therefore commonly assumed that intercellular stresses obey Maxwell visco-elastic
constitutive law [53], described by solid-like response at short time scales and fluid-
like behavior at longer time scales.

Experimental and computational studies by many groups have shown, however,
that stresses imposed on tissues cannot be completely dissipated, and cells sup-
port some part of applied tension [54, 55, 56]. In fact rheological experiments have
demonstrated that stress relaxation in epithelial monolayers can be described by a
spring connected in parallel to a viscous dashpot [55, 57]. Others have shown that
mechanical stress buildup in monolayers occurs in unison with strain accumula-
tion [7], which can be described by an elastic constitutive law [58, 39]. Therefore,
to describe the dynamic mechanical behavior of cohesive cellular aggregates we
assume linear Kelvin-Voigt rheology (Fig. 2) [45]

σσσ
ccc = (1+ τ∂t)

[
K∇.u 1+µ

(
∇u+(∇u)T −∇.u 1

)]
, (4)

where 1 is the identity matrix, u is the cellular displacement field, K is the com-
pressional elastic modulus, µ is the shear modulus, and τ is the viscoelastic re-
laxation timescale. The assumption of isotropic elasticity is consistent with stress
measurement in cell monolayers using monolayer stress microscopy [36, 58]. For
simplicity, we have ignored nonlinear contributions to the constitutive relation in
Eq. (20), which may be essential for stabilizing the dynamical response of living
tissues to large mechanical strain [59, 60, 61]. In Sect. 4, we discuss the quantita-
tive comparisons between elastic and fluid models of tissue rheology. We note that
recent experimental studies show evidence for more complex rheological proper-
ties, including combinations of active elastic and dissipative response at moderate
stretching [57], as well as superelastic behavior at extreme stretching [62].
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Fig. 3 Coordination of cell
motion and polarization.
Cells align their motion along
the polarity vector, p, and
move with a velocity v.
Neighboring cells tend to
align their polarities, and
poalrity differences generate
a net torque on neighboring
cells. Cells also exert a dipole-
like contractile stress on the
substrate due to actomyosin
activity. Figure adapted from
Ref. [53].

~p
~p

~p

2.2 Active intracellular stress

The active intracellular stress stems from contractile forces generated in the acto-
myosin cytoskeleton in the cell cortex [63], and from actin treadmiling driven by
the assembly and diassembly actin filaments. Active contractile stresses depend on
the concentration of actomyosin units, c(t), with the form

σσσ
aaa = σ0(c)1+σan(c)pp , (5)

where we have introduced the cell polarization or polarity vector, p, which is an
internal state variable that controls the local direction of cell motion (Fig. 3). σ0(c)
and σan(c) are the isotropic and anisotropic components of the active stress due to
actomyosin contractility. Note that additional active stress terms of the form ∝ ∇p
are allowed by symmetry in this phenomenological model, leading to renormaliza-
tion of the elastic modulus to leading order [34]. Several models for the dependence
of σ0 on c have been proposed, including linear [64], logarithmic [38] and saturating
behaviour [65]. Recent in vitro measurements show that contractile strains accumu-
late cooperatively as a function of myosin density [66], indicating that σ0 could take
the general Hill functional form:

σ0(c) = σ0
cn

cn∗+ cn , (6)

where the constant n > 1 indicates cooperative behavior beyond a critical concen-
tration c∗, and σ0 > 0 is the magnitude of the contractile stress.

Finally, the force balance equation, Eq. 2, requires a constitutive equation for
the net traction stress transmitted to the substrate. For a layer of motile cells this is
chosen of the form (Fig. 1c) [38]

T = ζ v− f p , (7)
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where v = ∂tu, f is the magnitude of the propulsion force, and ζ is an effective fric-
tion coefficient that depends on the rate of focal adhesion turnover [67]. This form
for traction in Eq. (7) results in local misalignment of traction stress and cell veloc-
ity, consistent with experimental findings [36, 68]. The propulsion force, f p, drives
cell crawling, and depends on the concentration of branched actin in the lamellipo-
dia of migrating cells. For simplicity, we assume that there is a steady concentration
of polymerized actin that pushes the cell forward. Dynamic models for the competi-
tion between branched and contractile actin have been proposed [69, 70]. A detailed
description of such molecular processes lies beyond the scope of this review, but can
be easily incorporated within this framework. The resultant force balance equation
is then given by (Fig. 1c,2),

h∇.(σσσ ccc +σσσ
aaa) = ζ v− f p+ fext , (8)

where fext is the external force (density) applied to the system. In the absence of
external forces or stresses applied at the boundary, the net traction force, when in-
tegrated over the entire cell-substrate interface must vanish. This implies a funda-
mental constraint on the relatioship between cell polarity and velocity:∫

v.dA =
f
ζ

∫
p.dA . (9)

In the following, we will additionally need to prescribe the dynamics of cell polar-
ization and actomyosin concentration, which regulate active cell motility and the
production of contractile stresses.

2.3 Mechanochemical coupling of cell motion and contractility

The dynamics of cell polarization is commonly modeled following the physics of
active liquid crystals [40], a phenomenological approach that requires further justi-
fication and scrutiny. The cell polarization vector evolves in time according to,

∂tp+β (p.∇)p+v.∇v− 1
2
(∇×v)×v = a(1−|p|2)p+κ∇

2p+w∇c , (10)

where the advective coupling β arises from ATP driven processes such as tread-
miling [71], the velocity dependent advective terms are borrowed from the nematic
liquid crystal literature [72], and the Franck elastic constants are both assumed to
be equal to κ . Here, a controls the rate of relaxation to a homogeneously polarized
cell monolayer, and κ controls the strength of nearest-neighbor alignment of the
polarization field (Fig. 3), akin to velocity alignment in the Viscek model of collec-
tive motion [73]. The active mechanochemical coupling w > 0 represents the rate of
alignment of cell polarization with gradients in the actomyosin concentration field.
As a result, local cell motion is guided toward regions of high contractility.
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Fig. 4 Mechanochemical
feedback mechanisms. Feed-
back between cell stretch,
actomyosin contractility and
polarized cell motility in
the mechanochemical model
for collective motion. Local
stretch upregulates assembly
of actomyosin, which gen-
erates contractile forces that
exert compressive stress. Po-
larized motility, in turn, pulls
and stretches the cells.

Contractility
�a

Mechanical 
stretch

 
Figure 4: Formin-mediated actin polymerisation and myosin contractility affect 
different rheological properties during stress relaxation. (a) Diagram of the 
rheological model consisting of an active (top) and an elastic (bottom) branch. (b) The 
second phase of an example relaxation curve (black) is fitted with the rheological model 
(red). (c,d,e) Boxplots comparing the elastic modulus =>, pre-strain "? and length-
change rate C for monolayers treated with DMSO, Y27632 or SMIFH2. (=>:	: = 0.83 for 
Y27632 and : = 0.55 for SMIFH2; "?: : < 0.01 for Y27632 and : = 0.95 for SMIFH2; C: 
: = 0.02 for Y27632 and : < 0.01 for SMIFH2; all compared to DMSO) (f) Time 
constant 3model	calculated from the rheological model using equation (5) as a function of 
the time constant 3	determined from fitting with the empirical function (1).  
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r.u > 0

The concentration of contractile actomyosin is described by a reaction-advection-
diffusion equation,

∂tc+∇.(cv) = D∇
2c− 1

τc
(c− c0)+αc0

∇.u
1+ |∇.u|/s0

, (11)

where D is a diffusion constant, τc is the timescale of relaxation to steady-state,
and α > 0 is the rate of accumulation of contractile actomyosin due to local tis-
sue stretching [38]. The positive constant s0 sets the upper limit of strain magnitude
above which the production rate of c saturates [60]. This mechanochemical feedback
(Fig. 4) is consistent with experimental data for single cells [74] and cell monolay-
ers [7, 75], where a local extensile strain reinforces contractility via assembly of
actomyosin [76]. Turnover of contractile elements at a rate τ−1

c fluidizes the mono-
layer, inducing an effective viscosity of magnitude ηeff = (K−σ0 +Dζ/h)τc [38].
Aside from the negative feedback between mechanical strain and actomyosin as-
sembly, positive feedback occurs between mechanical strain and advective fluxes
into regions of high contractility. Advective transport can compete with diffusion to
generate steady state patterns of contractility [77].

It is instructive to note that for small changes in c around c0, Eq. (11) describes a
dynamics of active contractile stress that is similar to a Maxwell constitutive model
for intercellular stress proposed by Lee and Wolgemuth [53]. Here, in addition,
we consider an elastic contribution to the active stress, described by the term α .
The feedback between mechanical strain and contractility yields an effective elastic
modulus Keff≈K+ατc(σ0+ f w/2ah) [38], larger than the modulus K of the mono-
layer in the absence of contractility. This prediction is consistent with experimental
measurements that cell monolayers treated with blebbistatin (myosin-II inhibitor)
have a much reduced elastic modulus [36].
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3 Forces and motion driving collective cell behavior

The coupled system of Eqs. (8)-(11) describes the spatiotemporal dynamics of cell
monolayers, subject to appropriate boundary and initial conditions for cellular dis-
placement (u), cell polarity field (p) and actomyosin concentration (c). We now
discuss the quantitative predictions of this model for collective mechanics and mi-
gration in various biological contexts. In particular we will focus on four scenar-
ios where continuum model predictions have been tested and validated against ex-
perimental data: Force transmission in epithelial monolayers (Sect. 3.1), Collec-
tive motility in expanding monolayers (Sect. 3.2), Cell migration under confinement
(Sect. 3.3), and Epithelial movement during gap closure (Sect. 3.4).

3.1 Force transmission in epithelial monolayers

Epithelial cell monolayers adherent to soft elastic substrates provide a model system
for mechanical force generation during tissue growth, migration and wound heal-
ing [78, 2]. In the experimental assays of interest [79, 5], the substrates are usually
coated with extracellular matrix proteins (e.g. fibronectin, collagen) that allow cells
to spread fully to a thin film and thereby establish contractile tension. To describe
the experimentally observed traction force localization in fully spread adherent cell
sheets [79, 5, 39], we consider the steady-state limit of Eq. (8)-(11), which was
originally studied in refs [80, 34, 41, 39]. In this limit, v ≡ 0, and concentration of
active contractile units is slaved to material strain, c≈ c0(1+ατc∇.u). This results
in renormalization of the compressional modulus to linear order. Similarly from
Eq. (10) it follows that p≈−

(wατcc0
κ

)
u.

To linear order, the force balance equation for the contracting cell layer, with
internal stress σσσ = σσσ ccc +σ01, is given by,

h∇.σσσ = Y u , (12)

where, Y = k + f wατcc0
κ

is the effective substrate rigidity, resulting from the sum
of substrate stiffness k, and the contribution from cell polarization. The intercellular
stress, σσσ ccc, follows a constitutive relation identical to that of a linear elastic solid with
a renormalized compressional modulus Keff. Equation (12) can be exactly solved for
circularly shaped monolayers [80, 39], subject to the stress-free boundary condition:
σσσ .n̂= 0, where n̂ is the unit normal to the boundary of the monolayer. This boundary
condition needs to be appropriately modified if the colony edge is under tension due
to peripheral actin structures [81].

The resulting solution to Eq. (12) describes cell traction forces and displace-
ments localized to the edge of the monolayer over a a length scale `p =

√
Keffh/Y ,

defined as the stress penetration depth. Furthermore, internal stresses in the mono-
layer, σσσ , accumulate at the center of the monolayer, in agreement with experimental
data (Fig. 5a-b) [5, 58]. The model can be solved numerically for monolayers of
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any geometry, and it predicts that traction stresses localize to regions of high cur-
vature [82]. This was later confirmed experimentally by micropatterning adhesion
geometries of non-uniform curvatures [37]. The model has been used to recapitulate
a number of experimental observations [34, 41, 82, 39], including substrate rigidity
dependence of traction stresses [83] and cell spread area [84], traction stress depen-
dence on cell geometry [37], correlation between cell shape and mechanical stress
anisotropy [85], as well as the optimal substrate rigidity for maximal cell polariza-
tion [86].

A particularly interesting application of this model is in understanding the rela-
tionship between traction force magnitude and the geometric size of cohesive cell
colonies adherent to soft matrices [39]. One can define the magnitude of the to-
tal traction force transmitted to substrate as F =

∫ |T.dA|, where the integral is
taken over the entire spread area of the colony, A. The model predicts that for large
cell colonies of linear size R� `p, F = 2πhσ0R. This linear scaling of force with
colony size (Fig. 6) implies that actomyosin contractility, σ0, induces an effective
surface tension in solid tissues, which appear to wet the substrate underneath akin to
fluid droplets. The effective surface tension was estimated from experiments on ker-
atinocyte colonies to be 8×10−4 N/m [39], which is of the same order of magnitude
as the apparent surface tension estimated in adherent endothelial cells [87], Dic-
tyostelium cells [88], mm-scale migrating epithelial sheets [5], and cellularised ag-
gregates [50]. Recent work has shown that for highly motile and fluid cell colonies,
traction forces localize to the colony interior rather than at the edge [89].

Fig. 5 Stress transmission in epithelial monolayers. (a) Internal stress, σxx, in an expanding
MDCK monolayer obtained by integrating cellular traction force. Adapted from Ref. [5]. Buildup
of σxx signifies that tension in the actin cytoskeleton and cell-cell junctions increases towards the
centre of the monolayer. (b) Time evolution of the internal stress σ(x, t) in the monolayer predicted
by the continuum model of epithelium [38].
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F =ð2!RÞ ¼ ð8$ 2Þ % 10&4 N=m, with dimensions of
surface tension.

Just as intermolecular forces yield the condensation of
molecules into a dense phase, cohesive interactions be-
tween cells, mediated by cadherins, cause them to form
dense colonies [34,35]. For large ensembles of molecules,
molecular cohesion creates a free energy penalty per unit
area, known as surface tension, for creating an interface
between two phases. It is tempting to think of the adherent
colonies studied here as aggregates of cohesive cells that
have wet the surface [36]. Indeed, when matter wets a
surface, the traction stresses are localized at the contact
line [37], as we found in our cell colonies (Figs. 1 and 2).

Effective surface tension of cell agglomerates has been
invoked to explain cell sorting and embryogenesis [38].
Previous measurements of nonadherent aggregates of co-
hesive cells reported effective surface tensions between 2

and 20 mN=m [39–41]. However, the origins of the effec-
tive surface tension of cohesive cells are distinct from
conventional surface tension. Recently, it was suggested
that the surface tension is not only determined by contri-
butions from cell-cell adhesions but also the contraction of
acto-myosin networks [42,43]. It is important to distin-
guish the effective surface tension due to active processes
from the familiar surface tension defined in thermody-
namic equilibrium.
To elucidate the origins of an effective surface tension in

these experiments, we consider a minimal model proposed
recently to describe cell-substrate interactions [44,45]. We
describe a cohesive colony as an active elastic disk of
thickness h and radius R [Fig. 1(a)]. The mechanical
properties of the cell colony are assumed to be homoge-
neous and isotropic with Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s
ratio ". Acto-myosin contractility is modeled as a contri-
bution to the local pressure, linearly proportional to the
chemical potential difference, !#, between ATP and its
hydrolysis products [46]. In our model, the strength of cell-
cell adhesions is implicitly contained in the material pa-
rameters of the colony, E and ". The constitutive equations
for the stress tensor, $ij, of the colony are then given by

$ij ¼
E

2ð1þ "Þ

!
2"

1& 2"
r ( uþ @iuj þ @jui

"

þ %ij&!#; (2)

where u is the displacement field of the cell colony and
& > 0 a material parameter that controls the strength of the

FIG. 2 (color online). Spatial distribution of strain energy for
colonies of different size. Each solid curve represents a colony’s
average strain energy density as a function of distance from the
edge of the colony, !. For clarity, the profiles are spaced
vertically according to the size of the colony. Each profile
terminates at the point where the inward erosion of the outer
edge covers the entire area of the colony, at ! ) R. The erosion
proceeds in discrete steps of size %, as illustrated in the inset.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Mechanical output of keratinocyte col-
onies versus geometrical size. Total force transmitted to the
substrate by the cell colonies, defined in Eq. (1), is plotted as
a function of the equivalent radius of the colonies. The dashed
line represents the scaling expected for surface tension, F * R.
The solid line shows a fit of the data to the minimal contractility
model in Eq. (6).
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applying proteinase K and imaged the beads in their un-
stressed positions.

Stress fields and strain energy densities for representa-
tive colonies of 1, 2, and 12 keratinocytes are shown in
Fig. 1. Traction stresses generically point inward, indicat-
ing that the colonies are adherent and contractile. Regions
of high strain energy appear to be localized primarily at
the periphery of the single- or multicell colony. For single
cells, these findings are consistent with myriad previous
reports on the mechanics of isolated, adherent cells

[24–27]. Recent reports have also observed localization
of high stress at the periphery of small cell colonies on
micropatterned substrates [28] and at edges of cell mono-
layers [7,8,13]. To visualize cell-cell and cell-matrix
adhesions, we immunostained multicell colonies for
E-cadherin and zyxin. Additionally, we stained the actin
cytoskeleton with phalloidin. Actin stress fibers were
concentrated at colony peripheries and usually terminated
with focal adhesions, as indicated by the presence of
zyxin at the fibers’ endpoints. In contrast, E-cadherin
was localized at cell-cell junctions, typically alongside
small actin fibers. Despite differences in the architecture
of the relevant proteins, the stresses and strain energy
distributions are remarkably similar in the single-cell
and multicell colonies.
To explore these trends, we measured traction stresses of

45 cohesive colonies of 1–27 cells, shown in their entirety
in the online Supplemental Material [29]. For each colony,
we defined an equivalent radius, R, as the radius of a disk
with the same area. The equivalent radii ranged from 20 to
200 !m. We calculated the average strain energy density
as a function of distance, !, from the colony edge (Fig. 2
inset). Figure 2 shows the normalized strain energy pro-
files, "wð!Þ= "wð0Þ, of all 45 colonies. Usually, the strain
energy density was largest near the colony edge (! ¼ 0).
Because of the finite spatial resolution of our implementa-
tion of TFM, we measured some strain energy outside
colony boundaries (!< 0).
Next, we examined how global mechanical activity

changes with the cell number and geometrical size of the
colony. As in previous studies, we calculated the ‘‘total
traction force’’ [30,31],

F ¼
Z

dA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð"s

xzÞ2 þ ð"s
yzÞ2

q
; (1)

exerted by the cell colony onto the substrate. This quantity
is meaningful when stresses have radial symmetry and
are localized at the colony edge, which is the case for
the majority of colonies in this study. We observed a strong
positive correlation between equivalent radius and total
force over the range of colonies examined (Fig. 3).
Similar trends have been seen for isolated cells over a
smaller dynamic range of sizes [30–33]. We see no system-
atic differences in F for colonies of the same size having
different numbers of cells, suggesting that cohesive cells
cooperate to create a mechanically coherent unit.
The data in Fig. 3, while scattered, show clear mono-

tonic growth of the mechanical output of cell colonies with
their geometrical size, independent of the number of cells.
For smaller colonies (R< 60 !m), the increase of total
force is superlinear. As the cell colonies get larger, the
scaling exponent appears to approach unity. We hypothe-
size that the transition to an apparently consistent exponent
for the large colonies reflects the emergence of a scale-free
material property of an adherent tissue, defined by the ratio

FIG. 1 (color online). Traction stresses and strain energies for
colonies of cohesive keratinoctyes. (a) Schematic of experimen-
tal setup (not to scale) with a cell colony adherent to an elastic
substrate embedded with two dilute layers of fluorescent beads.
(b), (d), (f) Distribution of traction stresses, "iz, and (c), (e),
(g) strain energy, w, for a representative single cell, pair of cells,
and colony of 12 cells. Traction stress distribution is overlaid on
a DIC image (b) or images of immunostained cells (d), (f). Solid
lines in (b), (c), (e), (g) mark cell boundaries. For clarity, only
one-quarter of the calculated stresses are shown in (b), (d) and
one-sixteenth of the stresses in (f). Scale bars represent 50 !m.
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a b

Fig. 6 Active surface tension in cohesive epithelial colonies. (a) Total force transmitted to the
substrate by keratinocyte colonies, F , as a function of the equivalent radius, R, of the colonies [39].
The dashed line represents the linear scaling expected for surface tension, F ∝ R. The solid line
shows a fit of the data to the continuum model in Eq. (12). (b) Distribution of strain energy, w, for
a representative single cell, pair of cells, and colony of 12 cells. Scale bar=50 µm.

3.2 Collective motility in expanding monolayers

Migratory behaviors of epithelial cells are commonly studied experimentally using
the wound healing assay. In the classical scratch-assay [90], a strip of cells is re-
moved from the monolayer to observe collective migration of cells marching to fill
the tissue gap. This experimental model system, however, is unsuited for controlled
study of migration due to ill-defined borders and debris created by the physical
wound. The last decade has seen significant improvement in the wound healing as-
say, where cells are grown to confluence within a removable barrier, which is then
lifted to allow cell migration into free space [91, 5]. These studies, in combination
with Traction Force Microscopy have shed light into the forces and motion driving
collective cell migration. In particular, it has been observed that cell velocity fields at
the leading edge of the epithelium exhibit complex swirling patterns [92] and often
form multicellular migration fingers [91]. Measurement of mechanical stresses at
cell-cell and cell-substrate interfaces have given rise to models of tug-of-war [5], a
consequence of mechanical force-balance, where local traction stresses in the mono-
layers are integrated into long-ranged gradients of intercellular tensions (Fig. 5a-b).
Stress inference at cell-cell junctions have led to the suggestion of plithotaxis [58],
where cell migration is guided towards the direction of maximum normal stress and
minimum shear stress.

A particularly interesting case is that of collective migration waves, observed in
mm-sized monolayers expanding into free space [7] (Fig. 7a). These mechanical
waves, crucially dependent on myosin contractility and cell-cell adhesions, propa-
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Fig. 7 Mechanical waves during epithelial expansion. (a) Traction stress map of an expand-
ing MDCK monolayer, adapted from Ref. [7]. (b) Kymograph of strain rate in expanding MDCK
monolayers [7], showing generation and propagation of X-shaped mechanical waves. (c) Propagat-
ing stress waves predicted by the continuum model, Eq. (8)-(11) [38]. (d) Schematic illustrating the
mechanics of migration waves, adapted from refs. [93, 7]. Cells at the colony center (purple) are ini-
tially stretched by pulling forces generated by leader cells. Stretched cells recover their equilibrium
shape via cytoskeletal fluidization (blue star), which is then reinforced to trigger shape elongation
again. These shape oscillations mediate periodic stiffening and fluidization of cells (green curve).

gate at a slow speed (on the order of µm/hr) from the colony edge to the center
and back (Fig. 7b). The waves are mediated by shape changes at the scale of single
cells. Pulling forces from crawling cells at the leading edge of the colony stretch
interior cells, which periodically recover their shape via a proposed model of cy-
toskeletal fluidization (Fig. 7d) [93]. Interestingly, this wave-like progression of cell
movement naturally arises in the active elastic media models, Eq. (8)-(11), due to a
feedback between contractility and mechanical strain [38].

To understand the origin of wave propagation and estimate the wave frequency,
it is useful to examine the mechanics of an expanding one-dimensional monolayer
with a polarization field pointing outward from the colony center. We consider the
linear fluctuations in the strain field δε and the concentration field δc, about the qui-
escent homogeneous state u = 0, c = c0. Using Eqs. (8) and (11), one can eliminate
δc to obtain the linearized dynamics of strain fluctuations:

τcζ ∂
2
t δε +ζ ∂tδε = h(Keff +ηeff∂t − τcKD∂

2
x )∂

2
x δε . (13)

The above equation shows that the coupling of strain to concentration field yields an
effective mass density (inertia), τcζ , and viscoelasticity characterized by an effective
elastic modulus, Keff, and an effective viscosity ηeff, which leads to oscillations with
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a characteristic frequency ω = q
√

h(Keff + τcq2KD)/(τcζ ), with q the wavevector.
Full solutions of the nonlinear equations [38] yields X-shaped propagating stress
waves akin to experimental data (Fig. 7c) [7]. These contraction waves are chrar-
acterized by sustained oscillations in tissue rigidity - a slow period of stiffening
followed by rapid fluidization (Fig. 7d). When the coupling of polarization to strain
and contractility is turned on, complex spatiotemporal patterns emerge including
traveling stress pulses and chaotic polarization waves [60, 38].

3.3 Cell migration under confinement

In many biological contexts, including morphogenesis, tissue polarity establish-
ment, and acini formation, cells often migrate collectively in confined environments.
Experiments have shown the emergence of coherent angular motion of cells in vivo
(Fig. 8a), including cells in yolk syncytial layer of zebrafish embryos [94], and
breast epithelial cells in 3D collagen gels [95]. These self-generated persistent mo-
tions are crucially dependent on cell-cell adhesions and myosin contractility, loss
of which can drive malignant behavior. In recent years, collective motion in geo-
metric confinement have been studied in a more controlled manner using adhesive
micropatterns [96], which allow confinement of cell cultures in geometric domains
of any shape and size.

When plated in circular micropatterns, small sized epithelial monolayers often
exhibit large scale correlated movements and spontaneous swirling motions, as
shown in Fig. 8b [8, 9, 97, 36]. These collective rotations emerge once the cells
have reached a critical density (2000 cells/mm2) and occur in micropatterns of radii
smaller than the cellular velocity correlation length (∼ 200 µm) in unconfined situ-
ations [8]. Furthermore these rotations require cell-cell adhesions for efficient trans-
mission of motility cues by contact guidance [8], and radial velocity oscillations are
observed with a time period linearly proportional to the micropattern radius [9].
Aside from collective rotational motion, emergence of active nematic states has
also been observed in confined monolayers of elongated fibroblasts and MDCK
cells [98, 99, 100]. In these cases, cells actively transfer alignment cues from the
boundary to the bulk of the monolayer, resulting in domains of alignment and topo-
logical defect patterns.

Different cell-based computational models have been implemented to recapitu-
late collective rotational motion, including the the cellular Potts model [101, 8, 102],
active particle models [9], and voronoi-type models [23], where persistent rotations
emerge due to velocity alignment mechanisms of motile cells. In recent work [36],
we described collective rotations using a continuum model similar to Eq. (8)-(11)
(Fig. 8c-d). This model quantitatively captures a key aspect of the experimental
data, namely, that the cell velocity field alternated between inward and outward
radial motion with a time period equal to that of the oscillations in the intercellu-
lar stress [36]. This wave-like motion is predicted by the model to arise through
the chemomechanical feedback between the mechanical strain, ∇u, and actomyosin
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Fig. 8 Coherent cell motion in confined environment. (a) Coherent angular motion of cells
during acinus morphogenesis, adapted from Ref. [95]. Graph shows angular rotation of the parent
and daughter cells obtained by nuclei tracking. Inset: Cross section of acinus with F-actin staining
in green (Scale bar=30 µm). (b) Collective rotation of MDCK cells seeded on circular fibronectin
patterns, reproduced from Ref. [8]. The magnitude and the direction of local velocity fields are
indicated by red arrows (Scale bar = 50 µm). (c) Kymograph of radial velocity fields of confluent
cells in a micropattern [36], showing periodic oscillations. (d) Radial velocity kymograph, obtained
by simulating Eqs. (8)-(11), reproducing collective cell oscillations.

contractility, c [38]. In the limiting case where cell deformations, u, is only coupled
to polarity p, no oscillatory behavior is observed. This prediction was confirmed by
experiments, where inhibition of contractility by blebbistatin eliminated the multi-
cellular oscillations. Furthermore, the polarization field, p, is crucial to capture the
misalignment between traction and velocity, observed experimentally. Overall, the
coupling of cell motion to polarization and actomyosin contractility is required to
to capture the experimentally observed distribution of traction forces [36], which
points inward at the periphery of the micropattern and oscillates between outward
and inward within the bulk of the monolayer.

3.4 Epithelial movement during gap closure

Collective cell movement during epithelial gap closure is essential for maintaining
the tissue mechanical integrity and to protect the internal environment from the
outside by regenerating a physical barrier. Gaps can occur autonomously during
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Fig. 9 Collective migration during epithelial gap closure. (a) Closure of in vitro wound in ep-
ithelial monolayers is mediated by a combination of purse-string based contraction of actomyosin
cable (arrows) and lamellipodia based cell crawling (arrowheads). Figure adapted from Ref. [105].
(b) Lamellipodial protrusions generate traction forces away from the wound (red arrows), whereas
traction generated by purse-string based contraction point towards the wound (green arrows). Trac-
tion stress map reproduced from Ref. [68]. (c) Schematic of a continuum model for gap closure,
showing the dependence of purse-string and crawling forces on the local gap geometry. (d) Mi-
gration velocity increases with increasing magnitude of local gap curvature. Reproduced from
Ref. [109].

development [103], or can be generated by cell apoptosis [104] or tissue injury. It is
widely accepted that epithelial gap closure is driven by two distinct mechanisms for
collective cell movement (Fig. 9a) [105, 4]. First, cells both proximal and distal to
the gap can crawl by lamellipodial protrusions [106, 107, 3]. Secondly, cells around
the gap can assemble a multicellular actomyosin purse-string, which closes gaps via
contractile forces (Fig. 9b) [106, 108]. The continuum framework described in this
review can be appropriately adapted to study the relative contributions of crawling
and contractile forces on epithelial gap closure.

Continuum models of tissue gap closure have considered both visco-elastic
solid [110] and fluid [111, 109] models of tissues. In either scenarios, force bal-
ance between cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions can be expressed as,

h∇.σσσ = ζ v− f p , (14)
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where f is the magnitude of the propulsion force acting on the cells due to lamel-
lipodial protrusions, both proximal and distal to the gap, such that p points into free
space. While previous continuum models have neglected the polarity term in the
force balance, this is necessary for the misalignment of traction force and velocity
observed for instance in closed contour wound healing assays [68]. To model the ac-
tive pulling forces on the gap boundary, Eq. (14) is solved subject to the following
boundary condition for the stress tensor on the moving gap boundary (Fig. 9c):

σσσ .n̂ = ( fL−λκ)n̂ , (15)

where n̂ is the local normal vector on the gap boundary, directed away from the
tissue, fL is the force density due to lamellipodial protrusions, κ is the local gap
boundary curvature (negative for circular gaps), and λ is the line tension due to acto-
myosin purse-string. The model has been used to capture the sensitivity of collective
motion on the local gap geometry [109] (Fig. 9d). For instance, crawling mediated
migration (λ = 0) occurs at a speed independent of gap curvature, whereas purely
purse-string driven motility ( fL = 0) increases with decreasing radius of curvature.
This may explain why purse-string is not assembled for large wounds, as its driving
force is inversely proportional to the gap diameter. A model of cable reinforcement,
where tension λ ∝ κ , has also been proposed to account for the experimentally
observed increase in closure velocity and traction stress with time [110]. A more
comprehensive model of gap closure dynamics with spatiotemporal variations in
lamellipodia and purse-string forces (Fig. 9b) has recently been implemented using
the vertex model [28].

4 Comparisons between active elastic and fluid models of
collective cell migration

Previous work has employed both elastic [60, 38] and fluid [112, 53, 113, 35, 114,
115] models of epithelial cell sheet to describe the dynamics of epithelial expansion,
as probed for instance in wound healing assays (Fig. 7a). Both models can account
for traveling waves, as observed in experiments, provided the sheet rheology is cou-
pled to internal dynamical degrees of freedom, such as contractile activity (elastic
model [38]) or cell division or polarization (fluid model [113, 114]). On the other
hand, tissues can undergo fluidization/stiffening cycles, respond elastically or vis-
cously on different times scales, and there is still no continuum model capable of
capturing their rheology across all time scales.

In this section we compare the viscous and elastic continuum approaches for
modeling cell monolayers, focusing on a one-dimensional (1d) model that allows
for an analytical solution. The 1d calculation can also be directly compared to ex-
periments such as those shown in Fig. 5a, where the monolayer properties are gen-
erally averaged over the direction transverse to that of mean motion. Denoting by x
the direction of monolayer expansion, the in-plane force balance equation is simply
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given by
ζ vx = f px +h∂xσ , (16)

where σ = σxx = σ c +σa. In the absence of cell division and tissue growth, the
volume of the monolayer remains approximately constant during expansion. This
requires the product L(t)h(t) to remain constant, where L(t) and h(t) are the mono-
layer width in the direction of expansion and the monolayer thickness at time t,
respectively. For simplicity in the following we neglect the variation of h.

To illustrate the difference between the fluid and elastic models we examine be-
low the accumulation of contractile stresses in an isotropic expanding monolayer,
with vanishing net polarization, that was discussed for the fluid case in Ref. [35].
In contrast to Ref. [35] we assume σa = constant, to incorporate contractile cell
activity. We neglect both nonlinear active stresses and spatiotemporal variations of
the concentration c of contractile actomyosin. We additionally use a quasi-static ap-
proximation for the cell polarization that is assumed to relax on time scales much
faster than those associated with cellular deformations and rearrangements. Finally,
for simplicity we will neglect the spatial and temporal variation of the thickness h of
the monolayer. We retain only linear terms so that the polarization field, px, satisfies
the equation [35]

L2
p∂

2
x px = px , (17)

where we have introduced the length scale Lp =
√

κ/a that describes spatial varia-
tion in polarization within the monolayer.

The viscous or elastic nature of the cell sheet will be specified by the chosen
form of the constitutive equation for the intercellular stresses, σ c. One important
distinction, not apparent in the linear form of the equations considered here, is that
the fluid motion is treated in an Eulerian frame, while the elastic medium model is
implemented in a Lagrangian frame of reference. This difference will be important
below when imposing boundary conditions.

The case of a fluid layer of growing width 2L(t) was discussed in Ref. [35]
(Fig. 10a). In this case intercellular stresses are purely viscous, with σ c = η∂xvx and
η the shear viscosity. Assuming that cells at the boundaries are outwardly polarized
to drive expansion, i.e., px(−L(t)) =−1 and px(+L(t)) = 1, the static polarization
profile is given by

px(x) =
sinh(x/Lp)

sinh(L(t)/Lp)
. (18)

The force balance equation, Eq. (16), can then be recast as an equation for the total
stress in the fluid monolayer σv(x) = σ(x),

1
L2

v
(σv−σ

a) =
f0

Lp
∂x px +∂

2
x σv (19)

where Lv =
√

hη/ζ is a viscous length scale, and f0 = f Lp/h is a characteristic
stress scale. We solve Eq. (19) with stress-free boundary conditions at the monolayer
edge, σv(x = ±L(t)) = 0, where L = L(t) is the growing monolayer length. The
resultant stress is,
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σv(x)=σ
a
[

1− cosh(x/Lv)

cosh(L/Lv)

]
+

f0L2
v

L2
p−L2

v

[
cosh(x/Lp)

sinh(L/Lp)
− cosh(L/Lp)cosh(x/Lv)

sinh(L/Lp)cosh(L/Lv)

]
.

(20)
As shown in Ref. [35] and in Fig. 10b-c, the shape of the stress profile depends on
the length L(t) as well as on the ratio Lp/Lv > 0. With increasing L (for fixed Lp/Lv)
or Lp/Lv (for fixed L), the initial stress maxima at the center of the layer disappears,
and two stress peaks accumulate near the edge of the colony.

The length L(t) of the expanding layer can be determined by equating the rate of
change of L(t) to the velocity at the leading edge, L̇ = vx(L). For L(t)� Lp,Lv we
find vx(L)' f0L2

v/η(Lp +Lv)−σaLv/η , resulting in a linear growth in time of the
length of the monolayer,

L(t) = L0 +
LpL2

v

hη(Lp +Lv)
( f − f v

c )t , (21)

provided the pulling force f exceeds a threshold value required to overcome the
contractile force, f v

c = hσa(L−1
p +L−1

v ), and drive layer expansion. Note, however,
that the assumption of indefinite growth in time in the absence of cell division is not
realistic. Such a growth will be arrested by the requirement of volume conservation.

If the cell monolayer is modeled as an elastic continuum, then σ c = B∂xux where
B is a compressional modulus and ux the displacement field. The velocity must be
identified with the rate of change of the displacement, vx = ∂tux. In this case the
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with time is more pronounced for MDCK cells, up to a factor 4
during the first 400 minutes.

Finally we discuss the interpretation and significance of the
empirical observation of a linear relation between stress and
strain u(s(t) = Eu(t)) entailing an effective elastic modulus for
timescales larger than ta but relatively small strains (DL/L { 1),
as reported by Vincent et al.12 For the sake of discussion, we
introduce an idealization of the central region of the tissue
assuming a uniform strain rate, i.e. a linear velocity profile in x
with vx(L) = V = const and a uniform stress s(t). All are good
approximations in the region where the analysis of ref. Vincent
et al.12 was performed. The boundary layer at the leading edge
may be reduced to a boundary condition given by the limit
Lc - 0, T0 - N, with LcT0 = s(t). As shown in Appendix C,
under these conditions, E(t) can always be defined and is
univocally related to Z(t) through Z = (s0 + E log(L/L0))L/V, with
s0 and L0 being the initial stress and width, respectively.
Provided that E and Z are time-dependent parameters, both
limiting rheological interpretations can be made consistent
with these experimental observations. The existence of a posi-
tive E is not informative of the rheology of the medium, since
neither s(t) nor u(t) is an independent variable, and no direct
causal relationship between them is established in the experi-
ment. Both are fixed self-consistently by the system to comply
with the boundary condition

:
L = V, which defines the average

stretch of the cells in the whole tissue independent of the stress
configuration, as a result of the motility properties of the cells
at the leading edge. Thus the stresses are fixed consistently by
those requirements and material rheology.

Accordingly, at any time, we can give an explicit form of both
quantities, E ¼ _sL=V and Z = sL/V, where it is manifested that
E 4 0 is only possible if the stress (i.e. the active traction) is
growing with time. Besides when s(t) saturates to a constant
value, then _Z=Z ¼ _L=L, which implies that Zp L. In Appendix C,
we show that the condition _Z=Z ¼ V=L can be attributed pre-
cisely to the variation associated with the geometric effects
of volume conservation. Consequently, within the constant
strain-rate approximation, we conclude that the growth of active
stresses can be directly correlated with the increase of adhesion
through the recruitment of new junctions. This is signaled by
an increase of viscosity faster than that of a geometric origin,
and equivalently by the existence of an effective elastic modulus
E 4 0. Such a type of mechanosensitive regulation of cadherin-
mediated intercellular junctions has been discussed by Ladoux
et al.,46 and the recruitment of E-cadherins upon the increase of
active stresses has been reported for instance by Serra-Picamal
et al.15 or Thomas et al.47

In summary, our approach has proven successful analyzing
monolayers composed of MCF10a and MDCK cells, which
display qualitatively different behaviors and cover a broad
range of effective parameters, in the case of viscosity spanning
a range of several orders of magnitude, from B104 Pa min
for the blebbistatin-treated MDCK cells to B106 Pa min for
MCF10a cells. It is remarkable that such a simple model can
provide an accurate characterization of the complex collective
behavior of spreading epithelia in a variety of cases. As such,

the model may offer a practical testing ground for data inter-
pretation, as illustrated by the explanation of the paradox posed
by the apparent elasticity of an active viscous medium. If
necessary, the additional physics neglected in our assumptions
could well be incorporated in the continuum description but
certainly at the price of losing the insights provided by the
simplicity of the minimal model.

Appendix
A Thin layer approximation

In this section, we briefly discuss the lubrication approximation
performed on the physical model. The thickness of the mono-
layer h is assumed to be much smaller than any characteristic
length scale of variation l of the physical observables in the
plane of the substrate (i.e. e = h/l { 1).

The z-coordinate is oriented along the height (thickness)
direction and takes the value z = 0 at the level of the substrate
and z = h at the upper surface of the monolayer Fig. 5.

The different scaling of the variations in the x and z direc-
tions is enforced in the form of an expansion in e. Cell traction
forces act as external forces on the monolayer (Tx) and are
accounted in the model as a boundary condition, sxz = Tx|z=0.
On the other hand, we impose a no-slip boundary condition
vz = 0|z=0 at the substrate. With respect to the monolayer upper
boundary, we take a stress-free boundary condition, implying
stn = 0|z=h and snn " P = 0|z=h. The subscripts t and n indicate
the tangential and normal directions at the upper surface,
respectively.

The cell traction forces need to be balanced by the internal
stress, so that the momentum conservation reads

qzsxz + qxsxx " qxP = 0, (7)

qxsxz + qzszz " qzP = 0. (8)

We assume that the cell number and the cell volume remain
constant, so that the model is closed by imposing the three-
dimensional incompressibility condition. Since no variation is
assumed in the transversal y-direction, we have qxvx + qzvz = 0.

Thus from eqn (8) and the appropriate scaling with e, it follows
that szz " P B O(Txe). Similarly, from eqn (7), we find that
sxx " P B O(Tx/e). Altogether, we obtain sxx " P C sxx " szz =
2sxx. In the last step we have used the fact that the stress tensor is
traceless. For more details see Kruse et al.48

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of a slice of the epithelial monolayer. h
and 2L stand for the height and the width of the monolayer respectively.
The semitransparent purplish curve represents the cell polarity profile,
which depends on a single length scale Lc.
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Fig. 10 Viscous fluid model of expanding monolayers. (a) Schematic of an expanding epithelial
monolayer of height h and length 2L, studied in Ref. [35]. The purple shaded curve represents the
spatial profile of the polarization field, whose penetration depth is characterized by the length scale
Lp. (b) Representative stress profiles of an expanding cell monolayer, predicted by the fluid model
in Eq. (20), at different values of time with fixed Lp/Lv = 0.25. (c) Stress profiles for different
values of Lp/Lv at fixed length L = 4L(0). Other parameters: Lp/L(0) = 0.5, f0/σa = 2.
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layer has a reference length 2L0 and an expanded length 2L(t) = 2L0 + u(L0, t)−
u(−L0, t). The polarization profile has the same functional form given in Eq. (18),
but with L(t) replaced by L0. It is then evident that, in the absence of cell division
and growth, the only steady state solution will have vx = 0 corresponding to the fact
that the elastic layer can be stretched by outward pulling cells, but not indefinitely
expanded. The stress balance equation can again be written as a closed equation for
the stress (σel(x) = σ(x)), h∂xσel =− f px(x), with the solution (Fig. 5b)

σel(x) = f0
cosh(L0/Lp)− cosh(x/Lp)

sinh(L0/Lp)
. (22)

The stress profile of the elastically stretched tissue is controlled by the single length
scale Lp and always shows a maximum at the midpoint of the layer. From this so-
lution, one can immediately obtain the steady state displacement field, ux, at the
sample boundary, up to an undetermined constant. We eliminate this constant by as-
suming a symmetric deformation profile such that ux(0)= 0. In the limit L0� Lp we
get ux(L0) =−ux(−L0) =

L0
B ( f0Lp/L0−σa). Of course in this case the monolayer

stretches only provided the pulling forces due to polarization exceed the contractile
forces. There is a critical pulling force, given by f e

c = hσaL0/L2
p. Retaining again

only leading terms in Lp/L0, the total length of the expanded monolayer is then
given by

L∞ = L0

[
1+

L2
p

L0h
( f − f e

c )

]
. (23)

Unlike the fluid, a purely elastic layer cannot sustain a state of steady growth.
To obtain steady expansion in the case where the layer is modeled as an elastic
medium it is necessary to include cell division. This can be accomplished in several
ways: by allowing the reference layer length L0 to grow with time; by describing cell
division in terms of an extensile contribution to the active stress, such as σa,g =−Rt,
where R > 0 describes the rate of growth; or by allowing the elastic constant B to
vary in time. Each of these prescriptions will in general give different expansion
rates for the monolayer. A full discussion of these cases is beyond the scope of
the present review. In general, both viscous and elastic models have successfully
reproduced the stress, velocity and deformation profiles measured in experiments.
This suggests that these large scale quantities may not be terribly sensitive to the
specific rheology of the monolayer. More work, however, remains to be done to fully
understand the mechanisms that allow living tissues to maintain their cohesiveness,
while exhibiting the fluidity necessary for motion and morphological changes, and
to formulate a rheological model capable of capturing these unique properties.
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5 Conclusion

Continuum models of multicellular mechanics have been widely successful in de-
scribing the physical forces, flow and deformation patterns that mediate collective
cell migration during wound healing, tissue morphogenesis and development. These
models are largely based on phenomenological approaches rooted in soft condensed
matter physics, fluid dynamics and statistical mechanics [40]. One of the key ad-
vantages of a continuum framework is that it is formulated in terms of a few coarse-
grained collective variables such as density, velocity, strain and stress fields which
are directly measurable in experiments. The resultant theory contains only a small
number of macroscopic parameters, representing the effective mechanochemical
couplings that arise from the combined effect of a number of signaling pathways
at subcellular and cellular scales.

On the other hand, continuum models are generally written down phenomeno-
logically, leaving open the key challenge of relating the continuum scale mechanical
parameters to specific processes that control the active behavior of cells at µm and
nm scales. In the absence of such a connection between subcellular and cellular or
tissue scale, there are no constraints on the range of values spanned by the param-
eters of the continuum model. Many of the molecular pathways that mediate force
generation and movement in cells are, however, intimately coupled and also sensi-
tive to external perturbations and to the physical properties the cell’s environment.
It is then likely that molecular scale feedback processes may constrain the range of
parameter values that are accessible at the cellular and tissue scales. As a result, all
the complex dynamical phases predicted by generic continuum models may not be
realizable in biological systems, as particular cells and tissues may likely operate in
a narrow region of parameter space.

Another key limitation of the continuum modeling approach lies in the assump-
tion of fixed materials properties of tissues, which is encoded in the choice of a par-
ticular constitutive law. As discussed elsewhere [48], tissue rheology is highly com-
plex, and the presence of multiple relaxation times demands a rheological model ca-
pable of capturing both active solid-like and fluid-like behavior in different regimes
of stress response. In this review, we focus on active elastic models of tissue mechan-
ics [41, 39, 80, 60, 38, 36] which have been successful in capturing many experimen-
tally observed cell behaviors during collective migration. These include mechanical
waves [7], collective cell rotations [8, 9, 36], traction force localization [5, 39], and
mechanosensitivity to extracellular matrix properties [42]. We also compare elastic-
ity models against viscous fluid models of cell migration [35], showing that macro-
scopic quantities and observables may not sensitive to the specific choice of tissue
rheology. On the other hand, a number of mesoscopic models, such as the Vertex,
Voronoi, Potts and particle-based models, have been shown to capture various as-
pects of tissue-scale mechanics, providing an alternate bottom-up approach that may
allow us to connect molecular scale to tissue-scale properties. A systematic study of
such models with an eye on developing the multi-scale mechanics of multicellular
assemblies is currently lacking, and remains an open theoretical challenge at the
interface of physics and biology.
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Living cells are active entities, capable for instance of autonomous motion, spon-
taneous mechanical deformations, division and phenotypical changes. This behavior
can often be modeled at the mesoscale through internal state variables unique to liv-
ing systems. In this review we have introduced two such internal state variables:
the concentration of intracellular molecular active force generators and the cell po-
larity vector that describes the direction in which individual cells tend to move.
For simplicity we have only considered the concentration of contractile units in the
actomyosin cytoskeleton, that may represent, for instance, phosporylated myosins.
More generally, several dynamically coupled chemical components may be needed
to capture the complexity of molecular processes in the cell cytoskeleton. Multiple
filaments, motors, and binding proteins compete to regulate cell homeostasis, polar-
ization, and active force generation [70]. As more fascinating regulatory properties
of the cytoskeletal machinery are being discovered, future models must attempt to
incorporate such self-regulatory mechanisms controlling active cell mechanics.

An open question is the molecular interpretation of the cell polarization. Dif-
ferent interpretations have been put forward in the literature, including identifying
cell polarization with the direction of lamellipodial/filopodial protrusions or with
the orientation of the cell long axis associated with the alignment of actin stress
fibers, although the latter provides a nematic (head-tail symmetric) degree of free-
dom, rather than a polar one. Regardless of its subcellular origin, cell polarity serves
to dictate the direction of local motion, and is distinct from the actual direction of
cell motion in a tissue that is also controlled by the forces from neighboring cells. In
other words, the dynamics of the polarity vector encodes the decision-making rules
for cell motility that come from the sum of mechanical and biochemical cues that an
individual cell experiences from its internal as well as external environments. Given
the multitude of polarity cues gathered by a cell, it remains contentious whether a
single polarity state variable can fruitfully describe multiple mechanisms of active
cell motility.

Essential ingredients of the models described in this review are the feedbacks
between cellular mechanics, polarized motility, and the regulatory biochemistry of
actomyosin contractility. Mechanochemical coupling of cell motion, adhesion and
contractility have been argued as the physical basis for tissue morphogenesis and
development [116]. These couplings also play an essential role in the transmission
of spatial information in large cell monolayers, mediated by waves, pulses, and a
tug of war between cell-cell and cell-substrate forces. Both negative and positive
feedback loops are exploited by cells for robust movement and force generation.
Positive feedback commonly occurs between mechanical strain and advective trans-
port of cytoskeletal filaments and motors into regions of high contractility. These
active forces compete with diffusion and elasticity to establish the spatial gradients
of contractility responsible for spontaneous cell motion. On the other hand, nega-
tive feedback between mechanical strain and contractility can yield periodic cycles
of tissue stiffening and fluidization, which can result in long-range propagation of
mechanical waves in tissues. At present, however, these feedback mechanisms re-
main purely phenomenological constructs, with only qualitative support from ex-
periments. Their direct quantification is an outstanding experimental challenge.
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In the future, theorists and experimentalists will need to work together to identify
and probe all the key mechanical and biochemical parameters in a single model
system. Such collaborative efforts will lead the way to more quantitatively accurate
models of collective cell behavior in physiology and development.
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